Using virtual reality to enhance
historical maritime tourist attractions
on Europe’s Atlantic coast
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ABOUT

PROJECT AIM:

The TIDE project focuses on the sustainable
development of onshore and underwater sites of
historical interest on the Atlantic Area coastline.
The project outputs will aid organisations &
practitioners in the Atlantic region tourism development
sector to develop new tourism products.

The TIDE project aims to develop and market new types of multi-regional
historical maritime niche tourist packages and visitor attractions for the Atlantic
by sharing cultural assets across regions, supported by new technologies and
transnational collaboration tools.

With a focus on maritime history in the Atlantic
regions, the sites can relate to shipwrecks, ports,
battles, emigration, trade, forts, migrations, castles and
invasions. A key aspect of the project is creation of new
networked tourism products based on rediscovering
historical connections between regions on the
Atlantic. Digitised content and digital transformation
technologies such as AR & VR will be used to enhance
and enrich the visitor experiences that are developed.

THEMES
The sea leaves an indelible mark on the societies
that settle on its shores. Throughout history, it has
powerfully influenced the way of life of many
different generations. In the case of the Atlantic,
the area’s regions share links related to historical eras.
These cultural assets are a very valuable resource that
can be used as a vehicle for transnational collaboration,
solidarity and knowledge. The framework will be
piloted with a particular focus on specific historical
eras including:
•
•
•
•

Napoleonic
Spanish Armada
World Wars
Atlantic Migrations

OBJECTIVES:

1. D
 evelop the collaborative
digital tools to enable
regions to create niche
transnational maritime
tourism packages based
on sharing historical
assets.

2. C
 reate a new breed of
maritime cultural visitor
attraction by using virtual
reality and archaeology
techniques to connect to
real historical sites.

3. Amplify the impact and
sustainability of TIDE by
stimulating the use of
the approach and tools
across the Atlantic area.
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DIGITAL CONTENT
The TIDE project will enhance sites and visitor experiences by invoking the use of digitised content and new
technologies such as:

>

Virtual/Augmented Reality

>

Drone Footage

>

Animation

>

Audio/Visual Effects

>

3D underwater imaging

KEY ACTIVITIES
>

Present links in maritime historical content from multiple regions

>

Focus on historical niches that have left a cultural footprint across Atlantic regions

>

Connect visitor centres to real underwater wreck sites

>

Enrich visitor experience by introducing Virtual Reality & Augmented Reality

>	Improve organisational policies for exploiting historical assets for economic development

OUTPUTS
The TIDE partnership will work together to develop outputs including:

TOOLKIT:

PLATFORM:

PILOTS:

A collection of good
practices, knowledge,
methods & tools to aid
historical site identification
and tourism product
development

An online deployment
populated with 21 niche
tourism ideas, designed
to enable Atlantic Area
regions to cooperate in the
development of networked
multi-region tourist packages

A selection of 3 multi-region
niche tourism PACKAGES
piloted with tourists across
the partner regions to
test the effectiveness of
the project TOOLKIT and
PLATFORM

PARTNER REGIONS
Derry & Strabane
> Devon

> Donegal

> Andalusia

> Sligo
> Derry

& Strabane

> Cantabria

> Newfoundland

& Labrador

Donegal
Sligo

> Pays

de la Loire
> Madeira

Devon
Newfoundland & Labrador

Pays de la Loire

Cantabria

Map Route Key
Atlantic Migrations

(1492 – 1960)

Basque Whaling
& Newfoundland Fisheries

(1530 – 1820)

Spanish Armada

(1588)

Napoleonic

(1799 – 1815)

World Wars

(1914 – 1918 & 1939 – 1945)

Andalusia

Madeira

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT
Juanita Blue, Project Leader
ERNACT EEIG, Unit 271, CoLab, LYIT Campus
Letterkenny, Co. Donegal, Ireland
+353 (0)74 916 8212 | juanita.blue@ernact.eu
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Follow us on social media

INVITATION
The TIDE Project partnership would like to invite organisations in the Atlantic Area with an
interest in maritime history & archaeology, local & regional development and tourism product
development to participate in the project. Please contact ERNACT for more details.

www.chrisquinndesign.com
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